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Idiosyncratic - A structural or 
behavioral characteristic 
peculiar to an individual or 
group.
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Volatile - Tending to vary often or widely, as in price: 
the ups and downs of volatile stocks.
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Per se - by, of, or in itself — used to indicate that 
something is being considered by itself and not 
along with other things 

“Hard work per se does not guarantee success in 
business, one should also have foresight and 
entrepreneurship..”



“Nobody knows anything”



“Nobody knows anything”



The producer’s role and responsibilities are wide-
ranging and cover 10 key areas:



1. The production company’s entire slate of projects

2. The project’s inception and research and development

3. Creative development and attachments (to achieve a 
‘‘package’’)

4. Financing parties and execution of contracts

5. Additional executives (executive producers, etc)

6. Lawyers, agents, accountants (services)

7. Budget, locations, schedule etc

8. Production crew

9. Distribution and marketing plan

10. Film launch followed by long-tail monitoring.



5 Stages of Production
» Development
» Preproduction
» Production
» Post production
» Distribution and 

marketing



Development
» Come up with idea/book/news 

article
» Get a writer to write it up
» Cover all legal obligations - 

option, purchase the rights
» Start attaching elements - cast, 
director, DP, Prod Designer, etc…

…oh, yes, and find the money.
“You must knock on doors until your knuckles bleed. Doors will slam in your face. You must pick yourself up, 

dust yourself off, and knock again. It’s the only way to achieve your goals in life.”
--Michael Uslan - Producer, the Batman movie series



Preproduction
» Production manager, assistant          

directors
» Associate Producer
» Editor
» Composer
» Scout locations 
» Casting
» Approve the final shooting script
» Production schedule
» Budget

“God makes stars. I just produce them.”
-- Samuel Goldwyn (1882–1974), U.S. film producer



Production
Shoot the darn thing…

“Other writers, producers, and directors of low-budget films would often put down the film they were 
making, saying it was just something to make money with. I never felt that. If I took the assignment, I'd 

give it my best shot.”
---Roger Corman



Post production
Pick-ups, re-shoots

Lock picture 
Sound mix
Previews

Marketing plans
Wrap up accounting

“My belief is that no movie, nothing in life, leaves people neutral. You either leave them up 
or you leave them down.”

-- David Puttnam (b. 1941), British film producer



Distribution and Marketing

» Managing the preview 
process

» Film festivals
» Marketing materials 

Distribution sales and plan
» Publicity
» Ancillary markets

“The execs don't care what color you are. 
They care about how much money you make. 

Hollywood is not really black or white. It's green.”
 -- Will Smith



There is a difference between what is supposed to 
happen in effective project management in the
film industry, and what often happens in reality.

 The paradox of managing projects in the film industry is that we 
need to master the principles of how projects are supposed to be 
managed to make films, but to be effective we must learn to cope 

with the failure of these very principles.



Managing the film should start and 
end with the film producer.



Dealmaker



By definition a  
multi-tasker



Identify and attach 
value; elements.



Producer 
works 
alongside the 
executive 
producer.



Producers must 
negotiate and liase.



Four key teams on a 
film production:

(1)  Creative
(2)  Crew
(3)  Third-party financiers
(4)  Services



Delegate!
A producer who is inexperienced in certain areas will fail if he or she does 
not delegate effectively; 

A producer who cannot co-ordinate executives and representatives and drive 
timelines will be unable to achieve financing. 

A producer who can complete the package and finance for a film but has not 
considered the market for distribution and exploitation will fail to recoup. 

In summary, producers need to know a huge amount about
a) themselves, and 
b) effective, specialised project management, if they are to succeed.



The Alpha Project
Managing the development process



The Beta Project
Managing the production process



The Gamma Project
Managing film distribution



Suing is never a realistic option.

 As a project management tool, you know you’ve failed 
when you even start to consider it.



Each of the three examples exposes 
the producer’s struggle for control 
over the filmmaking process.

The overriding challenge of managing each and all of these three 
stages - development, production and distribution - requires a 
strong producer who can see both the ‘‘bigger picture’’ and the 
demands of the specific film in question.



There is also an inherent paradox that lies at the centre of the 
film business as management has to contend with both 
‘‘creative’’ and ‘‘commercial’’ imperatives. 

Managing the creative process and ‘‘talent’’ while at the same 
time trying to control large sums of money and ensure returns 
on investment makes for a highly challenging environment.



The Film Producer
If independent producers are to succeed in the long run, they 
face an enormous challenge of knowing much more than the 
basic skills, but also being able to craft superior solutions.



Would you make a 
good film producer?
Why?
Or why not?


